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Consider the differential equations 
L”’ + p(.r) J’ = 0, (1) 
z” + q(x) 2 = 0, (2) 
where p(x) and q(x) are continuous on an interval [a, cc ). The Sturm com- 
parison theorem states that if p(x)aq(x), p(x) & q(x), solutions of (1) 
oscillate more rapidly than those of (2). More precisely, if Z(X) is a nonnull 
solution of (2) such that z(u)=:(h) =O, a solution .v(.u) of (I ), with 
~(a) =O, must have a zero preceding X= h. It is not difficult to construct 
examples to show that the Sturm condition cannot be replaced, for cxam- 
pie, by the condition 
,-A 
J [p(x)-q(x)] ds20; (3) 
I, 
however, we shall develop conditions similar to (3). Without loss of 
generality we may and shall suppose henceforth that a=O. 
Fundamental use will be made of the following generalization of the 
Sturm comparison theorem. (For a proof, see [2,3].) 
LEMMA. !f z(x) is a nonnulf solution cl‘ (2), lcith z(0) = z(h) = 0 und [f 
i” cptx) - q(s)] z2(.u) dx 2 0, (4) 
a solution y(x) of (1 ), J,(O) = 0, must vanish at u point x = c of the inter& 
(0, b]. Further, c <h unless p(x) = q(x). 
That is to say that there is a conjugute point .r = c of x = 0 with respect to 
Eq. (1). If v(x) # 0 on (0, c), the point x = c is said to be a first conjugate 
point of x = 0, or, often, simply the conjugate point of x = 0. 
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Suppose then that y(x) = x*/h*. Then z(x) may be taken to be sin(nx/h), 
and (4) becomes 
rh 
I= 
J[ 
lT* 
(I 
p(.~)-~ sin’ydr>O. 1 
The integral I may be written as 
Note that the function sin2(rcx/h) is symmetric in the line 
may be written 
where 
J!f‘(Y) I’3zos2- 
h 
We have the following result. 
THEOREM. !j' 
/a:* , h 
i I -,h.2 h 
p(X-; c-/x>,0 
1 
jar each h, 0 < h < b/2, u nonnull solution y(s) of 
y” + p(x) J’ = 0, y(O) = 0, 
(5) 
x = h/2 and that I 
(7) 
(8) 
must huw u zero x = c on (0, h] with c < b unkss p(.u) = n2!b2 (cf. [ 1 ] ). 
To prove the Theorem note that it follows from (6) that f 3 0 and apply 
the Lemma. 
Note that condition (7) may be written as 
r,n l h 
I  
*n, h 
h 
m=-,O<h<m 
2 > 
(9) 
EXAMPLE. Consider Eq. (8) where p(x) = 4 + xl’*. In this case, the con- 
jugate point of x = 0 is given by a computer to be 1.429, to three decimal 
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places. Condition (5) would be relatively awkward to apply, while con- 
dition (9) yields 
4+z (m+h)3’*-(m-h)3’* 
3 [ 2h 1 7r2 a-. 4m2 (9’) 
If, then, condition (9’) holds for each value of h, 0 < h <m, h = 2m will be 
an upper bound for the conjugate point x = c. 
To obtain an optimal upper bound by this method becomes then a kind 
of minimax problem. For, corresponding to each h on [0, m] we deter- 
mine, if possible, the smallest positive value of m for which (9’) becomes an 
equality. We then require the largest such m, as h varies on [0, m]. As we 
shall see in a moment, for many functions p(x), including p(x) = 4 + xl’*, 
we may simply calculate m when h -+ 0 and when h = m. These two values 
of h lead, respectively, to the equations 
and it is clear that the latter equation must yield the larger m, which is 
0.717, or h = 1.434 (the value of b provided by the first Eq. (IO) is 1.427). 
We conclude that the conjugate point x = c of the origin satisfies the con- 
dition c < 1.434. 
We return to condition (7) and observe that it may be rewritten as 
that is to say that if all averages of p(x) taken symmetrically in the line 
.V = h/2 arc >, the constant n”/h*, the first conjugate point of .Y = 0 must lit 
on the interval (0, h]. When the bound b is provided by allowing h + 0, 
condition ( 1 I ) becomes 
h 2 p - $. 
0 2 h2 (11’) 
It is known, for example, that if P(X) is positive and convex that a solution 
h* of the equation’ 
/I* x2 
P y =h*2 
( > 
’ It should, perhaps. be pointed out that “in general” this equation will have a solution. but 
that it may not; for example, when p(x) = I:( I +x)*. This exceptional case requires a different 
treatment (see, for example, 14, pp. 112-l 131). 
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affords an upper bound to the first conjugate point of x = 0 for the system 
(8) (see [41). 
When the value h = h/2 provides the upper bound, condition (I 1) 
becomes 
(II”) 
that is, for those functions P(X), the condition is simply that the average of 
p(x) on [0,6] is > the constant n2/h2. 
To obtain sufficient conditions for the use of (I 1’) or (I I “) we proceed as 
follows. Let m be a solution of the equation 
-“I + h 
4m’ 
!  
p(x) dx - 2hn2 = 0, 
WI I, 
(12) 
where WC have set m = h/2 in the equality in (11). Then, m is a function of h 
(O<h<m), and 
dm m Z-h[p(m+h)+p(m-h) 
~=m’=h21+m[p(nz+h)-p(m-h)’ 
(13) 
where 
-,?I + I, 
I= J p ( x ) du. “I h 
If nt’ > 0 for h E (0, m), we may employ ( I I ‘I). while if m’ < 0 there, ( I I ‘) 
will provide the required upper bound. 
Returning to the example where p(x) =4 +.u’ 2, we observe that 
p(m+ h) - p(m- h)>O, and that the sign of m’ is determined by that of 
I- h[p(m +/I) + p(m -h)], which, after a bit of algebra, will be seen to be 
positive for 12 > (0, m); accordingly, we may choose /I = m = h/2 and obtain 
the second Eq. (10). 
A computer provides the value c = 1.462 for the example 
j”’ + (4 + x2) J’ = 0, y(0) = 0. 
Here, Eq. (12) becomes 
-n, I I, 
4m2 
J 
(4 + x2) ds - 2hr2 = 0, 
,>I - h 
or 
4( 3m4 + 12m’ + m2h2) - 37~’ = 0. (14) 
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mh 
m’= -6m2+h2+ 12 
< 0; 
accordingly, we select ( 11’) (or allow h + 0 in ( 14)) and have 
771~ + 4m’ - % = 0. 
Solving this equation we obtain m = 0.737, and an upper bound for c is, 
then, 1.474. 
It is possible to be more specific where p(x) > 0 and monotone-increasing 
on [a, 3~) for returning to Eq. (13) we note that the sign of m’ is then that 
of I-h[p(m+h)+p(m-h)]; that is, of 
n=if-~(777+h)+~(m-h) 
2h 2 
It follows then that if P(X) is convex, A < 0, and the bound for c will be that 
provided by allowing h -+ 0 in (11). On the other hand, if p(x) is concave, 
A > 0, and the bound for c will then be provided by setting h = h/2 in (11). 
The two preceding examples illustrate this result. 
The case when P(X) is positive, monotone-decreasing, and concave 
requires a somewhat different treatment. Note that the sign of the 
numerator in (13) is that of 
,,,=I-P(m+h)+p(m-h) 
2 (2hh 
which is clearly >,O and actually positive unless p(x) is linear. The sign of 
m’ is then that of the denominator in (13); that is, that of 
A=2f+m[p(m+h)-p(m-h)]. 
Because m’ = 0 and ( 11’) and ( 11”) are identical when p(x) is linear, we 
regard p(x) linear as convex and assume, henceforth, that p(x) is not linear. 
Then 
;,f-4m+h);Am--h)(2h)+ Cp(m + h) - p(m - h)l 
2 
m. 
To show that A > 0 we note that 
>‘P(m + h) + p(m - h) A 1 P(m+h)-p(m-h) _ _ 
2(2h)m m 2 +7x 2 
=A1 +/.I, 
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where %, > 0 and i, < 0, and observe that each fraction ii may be regarded 
as a slope. From a figure it will be seen that the point (m, [p(m +/I) + 
~(m -h)]/2) is the center of a rectangle of width 2h and height 6 = 
~(m -II- p(m+h). The line joining the points [m-h, ~(m+h)] and 
(m + h, [p(m + h) + ~(m - h)]/2) has slope -i.,, and it will be clear from 
the figure that I., > -&. 
It follows that A > 0 (0 <h cm) and that Eq. (11”) will provide an upper 
bound for the conjugate point. 
We combine these observations into the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let p(x) he posirive, continuous, unJ monotone for x 2 0 in 
Eq. ( 1 ). !f‘p(.r) is a wncatie function, an upper hound h.for the firs1 conjugale 
point c~f x = 0 is procideci ty the smallest positiw root of the equarion 
!f p(x) is concex, an upper hound h jbr /he .firsr cocjugate point of .Y = 0 is 
the smallest positice root of‘ the equation 
,c,hen this rool exists. 
The general case. When the differential system has the form 
[d-y) $1 + p(x) .v = 0, y(u) = 0, (15) 
where r(x) > 0 and r(x) and p(x) are continuous on [u, cx), two transfor- 
mations suggest themselves. The first setting 
y = u(.u) ‘7, ru2 = 1, (16) 
requires more differentiability of r(x), say class C”, and yields the equation 
-’ ” + u[ (ru’)’ + pu] 2 = 0, ;(a) = 0, 
to which the preceding analysis may be applied after, perhaps, setting 
.Y = f + u. 
Alternatively, a bit of computation, similar to the above, reveals that the 
analogue of (9) for a differential equation 
y” + p(x) ?’ = 0, y(u) = 0 
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is 
1 
s 
m  + h 2 a+h b-a 
%?I h 
Pod-(h~a)2> 
m=2’ 
O<hd-. 
2 
The other transformation is, of course, obtained by setting 
~1 d.v 
!=I T(x). -cl 
This transforms (15) into 
.t + p(x) r(x) f’ = 0, 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
a solution y of which is zero, then, when t = 0. The coefficient p(x) T(X) of y 
in (19) is the function of t determined by (18). 
An example will clarify the two approaches. Consider the differential 
equation 
a solution of which is readily seen to be 
y(l)=0 (20) 
sin(.y* - 1 ) 
(x 2 1). 
.Y 
The first conjugate point of x = 1 is then (I= k/G = 2.035. Applying ( 16) 
we obtain 
?.+(4*‘--+O, ‘(l)=o. (21) 
The coefficient of 2 in (2 1) is increasing, convex, for ,Y 2 1; accordingly, we 
may employ (17) (a = 1) allowing h -+ 0. This yields the equation 
16m”-32mS+ 16m4-(3+n2)m2+6m-3=0, 
a solution of which is m = 1.524 and an upper bound for c of h = 2m - 1 = 
2.049. 
If the transformation (18) is applied to (20), we have 
.i; + (4ej’ - 1) y = 0, y(0) = 0. (22) 
Again the coefficient of y is increasing, convex, and we may allow h + 0 in 
(9)-that is, use (1 I’) where the bound h, so obtained is a bound for the 
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conjugate point with respect to (22). The bound b for the conjugate point 
for (20) is then obtained from (18): 
i 
h d.Y 
h,= -, 
I x 
or, h=r”‘. We have then (RI= h,/2) the equation 
( 1 1 “’ ) 
which yields, successively, m = 0.379, h, = 0.758, h = 2.133. 
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